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President’s greeting

”I believe we have a strategy
that will effectively support the

realization of our vision A 
successful football nation – A 

promoter of well-beign.”

Valued members of our Finnish football family,

The dream of generations came true when the Huuhkajat team 
qualified for the European Championship finals in front of full 
stands. We also achieved several encouraging results in the games of 
the women’s and youth national teams. Towards the end of the 
strategy season, the men’s national futsal team advanced to the 
qualifying play-offs for a place in the World Cup finals tournament in 
a very tough group.

Although success in international football is one of our prime goals, 
our focus must be on the development of the core work done in the 
clubs. This is why the common thread of the Finnish football and 
futsal strategy is to support the clubs towards success in fulfilling 
their tasks. In particular, we will provide our support to developing 
the clubs’ competence, with coaches and club leadership as our 
main focus.

Our strategy crystallizes into four objectives. Firstly, we will further 
increase our efforts to ensure that player receives the support they 
need for their growth as athletes. Growth as an athlete from one’s 
own starting equips the athletes for both the field as well as for life. 
High-quality football and futsal activities implementing sporting 
ideals provide a framework for this. At the heart of growing as an 
athlete is the competence of the coaches which we seek to develop 
in a variety of ways.

Secondly, we will aspire towards increasingly better club leadership. 
An active, viable club is skillfully networked and led in goal-oriented 
manner. In order to prosper, a club should create a fitting profile 
and a suitable cooperation network for itself.

We support clubs, for example, by improving the competence of 
club leadership and by promoting the establishment of club 
communities. We also help clubs to find fruitful ways of engaging in 
cooperation with municipalities and communities.

Thirdly, we will strive for growth. An effort must be made to 
increase the participation of women and girls in particular, and at 
all levels. Increasing the attractiveness of top-class football is also a 
key to the growth of the sport. During the strategy season, we will
place great emphasis on this, for example, by developing spectator
and fan experiences.

Fourthly, we will seek to ensure the quality and effectiveness of the 
Football Association’s activities. This will take place especially 
through the utilization of technology. During the major 
organisational reform, The Football Association of Clubs, our 
football family demonstrated a fine spirit of unity even in the face 
of situations demanding difficult decisions. It is important that the 
clubs continue to be active in the various decision-making bodies of 
the Football Association.

I believe we have a strategy that will effectively support the 
realization of our vision A successful football nation – A promoter of 
well-being. However, success will ultimately crystallize in the 
implementation, and the deciding factor is cooperation within the 
Finnish football family. The dream of generations also came true 
through cooperation. Now is the time to look forward together 
towards new dreams.

- Football Association of Finland President Ari Lahti



The General Secretary’s 
introduction to strategy

Dear readers,

You are holding the most important guiding document of the 
Finnish Football Association, mapping out the next years of Finnish 
Football.

The Finnish Football Association’s strategy 2020–2024 has been 
prepared in the spirit of The Football Association of Clubs in 
collaboration with an exceptionally broad range of different 
football actors. Clubs in particular have had their say, but other 
interest groups have also had the opportunity to contribute to the 
work via different forums. The themes of the strategy have been 
developed in groups consisting of the Football Association’s 
personnel as well as club representatives and outside experts. Over 
the course of the spring and summer, comments on the different 
draft versions of the strategy have been collected on several 
occasions. I would like to thank all of you for the invaluable work 
you have done for Finnish football and futsal.

This collaborative effort of strategy work generated an immense 
amount of valuable material – this document only contains the 
most essential parts of that material. Our field of activities is 
exceptionally wide, which this document aims to show, by 
elaborating on the roles of the various actors of Finnish football.

The four major objectives presented in the strategy are our key 
objectives. They deal with areas we most particularly wish to 
develop, in addition to continuing essential everyday work. In 
order to achieve results, we must prioritize work within the major 
objectives of the strategy. Additionally, the governing board will 
generate a precise plan of action annually in which the human and 
financial resources available for use will be determined, prioritized 
and scheduled accordingly. In order to be effective, we will 
increase cooperation with clubs and resourcing in various projects.

A good long-term plan is vital, but the contents of a strategy should be 
updated throughout the lifetime of the strategy in order to take into 
consideration the constant change in the operating environment. For 
example, the coronavirus may force us to reconsider where we direct 
our resources and when they should be utilized.

In this document, we use the word football as an umbrella term for the
various sports included in the football family. In our mission and vision 
statements in particular, we speak of football in this broader sense. It is 
nonethless clear that in the mission, vision and objectives of the
strategy there are variations in emphasis between different sports.

During this strategy season we will be working on a more precise
strategy for futsal on the basis of the steps indetified in the annexes.

We will also review the development and status of eFootball and beach 
football. Football as a women’s and girls’ sport springs in part from a 
different foundation than football as a men’s and boys’ sport. As 
supported by the UEFA, a strategy has been prepared for women’s and 
girls’ football, the main points of which are described in the annexes.

It is important to emphasize, however, that we only have one strategy, 
despite the emphases on developing football as a women’s and girls’ 
sport as well as futsal. The majority of our everyday work both in the 
Association and in the clubs supports the entire football family 
regardless of gender or sport.

I am sure that with the help of this strategy and by focusing on leading 
with information, we will achieve significant results in the next four 
years. This is our journey – let’s make it the best it can be.

- Football Association of Finland General Secretary Marco 
Casagrande

”A good long-term plan is vital, 
but the contents of a strategy
should be updated throughout
the lifetime of the strategy in 

order to take into consideration
the constant change in the
operational environment.”
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European Club Assoc. UEFA FIFA

EU

The state and the Ministry of 
Education and Culture

FINCIS

Other sports associations

The Finnish Olympic Committee

The academies

Eerikkilä

Cities and municipalities

Cooperative partnersService providers
Media

Supporter associations

Representatives/agents

FIFPRO / JPY

Coach associations

The futsal leagues

National league

Veikkausliiga

European Leagues

THE CLUBS AND THEIR FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION

Different and different-
Sized clubs
• Players
• Coaches
• Club actors

The football association
• Personnel
• Referees
• Elected

representatives

The University of Jyväskylä

The operating field for Finnish football and futsal



Changes in the everyday workings of the clubs
JUNIOR SPORTS BECOME MORE PROFESSIONAL. On the one hand, the numbers of part- and full-time employees are 
constantly increasing on the other hand, parents are increasingly more like customers, demanding a return for the 
money they have invested. Increased professionalism contributes in part to the judicialization of sports. It is the 
Football Association’s task to create a network of experts and other required services for the clubs, instead of being 
the sole provider of support. Keeping the cost of playing football under control requires that the clubs have more 
sources of income than just the bank of mum and dad.

THE DEMOGRAPHIC STRUCTURE and expectations change. The appeal of sports and other physical activity is 
decreasing among children, an already shrinking age group. Children expect more from sports – accountability, 
experiences, a low treshold for participation and the right to do sports on their own terms. At the other end of 
spectrum, active retired persons are a possible target group as recreational participants and volunteers, due in part
to their large numbers. Changes in the demographic structure challenges clubs to update their model for engaging in 
football activities. Smaller localities dealing with population outflow should seek to diversify sports activities and 
place emphasis on futsal.

OUR SENSE OF COMMUNITY is also changing. There is now an increasing number of alternatives to the more 
traditional communities built around one’s hometown, family and religion, including those built online. There is still 
a need for volunteer work, but instead of working together on joint projects, volunteers prefer bespoke, meaningful 
activities which match their interests in exchange for giving up their free time. Clubs can rise to meet the challenges 
of these changes, but this requires building a sense of togetherness within the club and investing in the effective 
management of volunteers.



Impact of broader changes in society

DIGITALIZATION AND TECHNOLOGY change the way things are done. Activities can be spread out and interaction can 
occur both remotely and in different virtual environments, changes which are already taking place in a big way, at 
least temporarily, due to the coronavirus. The production, collection and processing of information has become much 
easier. Utilising new technologies and data should be increased within the football family, particularly in game 
analysis and in aiding the comprehensive development of the player.

ACCOUNTABILITY is growing in importance. As the bar is continually raised and media attention is growing, 
organisations are increasingly expected to use their influence to impact matters beyond their own activities. In the 
context of football family, even minor changes in the way things are done can have a big impact, for example, on the 
environment. Through its core activities, the football family already has a significant responsibility for supporting the 
growth of youths and children.

GENDER EQUALITY continues to be discussed more and more both in Finland and abroad. Impression and attitudes on 
women’s sports are also changing. The turning point in football was the Women’s 2019 World Cup, in which FIFA’s 
efforts were rewarded with significant media, audience and partner interest. Football as a women’s sports is 
developing rapidly as big international clubs invest in their women’s teams and thus seek to increase their market 
value in women’s football. This visibility also creates role models for girl players for whom a career as a professional 
player is continuing to become a more realistic dream.



Changes impacting sports finances

THE EFFECTS OF THE CORONAVIRUS on society will be felt for many years to come, and some things, such as 
attitudes towards working remotely, have most likely been changed forever. Sports were among the activities which 
took the biggest hit during the crisis, as meeting people is at core of all sports, from training to major events. The 
football family finances are hit hard not only by the restrictions put in place for meeting people, but also by the 
possible decrease in income on the European level. Ensuring that our key functions are protected will be our top 
priority for the foreseeable future.

PUBLIC FUNDING FOR SPORT IN FINLAND is based almost entirely on profits from Veikkaus which are distributed by 
the Ministry of Education and Culture to the beneficiaries. For some time already, on duty of sports community has 
been to secure funding directly from budgetary resources. With the state of emergency caused by the coronavirus, 
this goal is clearly more important than ever. Should the public discussion regarding Veikkaus’s monopoly bring about 
changes to the gambling system in the future, the effects on the sports community would be significant.





The Football Association is connected to the worldwide football and futsal community through the UEFA and FIFA. The 
community has extensive resources at its disposal for promoting the sports. This is a competitive advantage for football and 
futsal in comparison to other sports, as more than one third of the Football Association’s resources come from the UEFA and 
FIFA.

1. The UEFA and FIFA grant large amounts of direct financial support to the Football Association which the Football 
Association distributes to clubs. Various forms of support must be discovered and each asset utilised in the best possible 
way.

2. Finnish club teams have an opportunity for substantial additional income through UEFA club competitions and 
international player trades. Finland uses its influence to seek a level playing field on the international level as well as a 
fair compensation system for the club where the player received youth training.

3. Both the UEFA and FIFA pay the national associations from the significant revenues they receive from national team 
competitions. At best, investments made in a high-quality national team will, therefore, pay for themselves many times 
over through bonuses for success.

4. The UEFA and FIFA also provide a wide range of expert help and indirect assistance in other areas. These include, for 
example, various training and pilot programs, international events and the organising of international events in Finland. It 
has been the Football Association’s policy to actively volunteer to be involved in various activities. One of the inputs to the 
strategy is the UEFA Grow programme, which outlines the Football Association’s desired future state (see the summary in 
the annexes).

 The Football Association seeks to secure representations and to be active in various representative bodies in the UEFA and FIFA. The 
Football Association’s emphasis is supported by close cooperation and joint agenda with the associations of the other Nordic countries. 

 The strategy of Finnish football and futsal should be tied to the strategies of the UEFA and FIFA.

The significance of the UEFA and FIFA to 
Finnish football and futsal



3,1 billion €
Annual turnover on average 2015–2018 

4,0 million €
Direct financial support to the
Football Association in 2019

The UEFA’s strategic priorities 2019–2024

WOMEN’S FOOTBALL
Secure the long-term growth and 
sustainability of women’s football

with programs that seek to 
develop competitions and double

the number of women players

COMPETITIVE BALANCE
Develop and implement

regulations aimed at improving
the competetive balance

incentivising investment and 
promoting the growth of   

European football

GOOD GOVERNANCE
Enhance the transparency of 
information, decision-making
and procedures to secure the
football ecosystem and the

European sports system

FAN BASE
Strengthen the ties to the fans, 

expand the fan base and 
personalize fan experiences by

creating a digital platform
providing a direct channel to 

consumers

Additional information: www.uefa.com

The UEFA’s financial significance and strategy

http://www.uefa.com/


FIFA’s 11 strategic objectives 2020-2023

1,6 billion $
Annual turnover on average 2015-2018

1,1 million €
Direct financial support to the
Football Association in 2019.

Modernize the regulations 
relating to football

Sustainably increase the 
annual turnover from football 

and invest in football

Develop the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the 

organisation

Ensure the prosperity of 
iconic football 
competitions

Make football competitions 
global

Increase the competitiveness 
of football globally

Maximize the effect on 
the global development of 

football

Increase the growth rate of 
women’s football Utilize technology in football

Secure footballs’ positive 
values

Influence societies through 
football

Additional information: 
www.fifa.com

Themes: Regulations Governance Competitions Development and accountability

FIFA’s financial significance and strategy

http://www.fifa.com/




Football in its different forms…

is possible
for 

everyone

is good for 
everyone

is safe for 
everyone

Participation in activities both on and off the field is possible for everyone regardless of income 
level, age, gender, physical impairments or place of residence. There are different kinds of paths 
available, and from Finland it is always possible to leap to the absolute top of a sport.

FOOTBALL MOVES. Every week football makes hundreds of thousands of people move and engage in 
sport together. A wide range of club activities, diverse opportunities for participation and constantly
developing coaching attract people to a lifelong relationship with sports.

FOOTBALL BUILDS CHARACTER by practising and playing. By winning and losing. Through success and 
failure. Always together. From the ideals of sport arise values such as courage, persistence, 
perseverance and respect for others – values that will serve on well in life off the playing field as well.

FOOTBALL CONNECTS. On teams, in clubs and in the stands among fans meaningful communities are 
born. From these develop lifelong friendships and networks. Football communities prevent exclusion 
and loneliness.

On the playing field, everyone is equal, and being different gives strength. Football is a game for 
everyone, and it must be safe for everyone. The football family promotes equality and respectful 
behaviour both on and off the field.

Our mission is football for everyone



Cheerfulness
Cheerfulness is primarily achieved through a good atmosphere and the enjoyment of football. In 
everyday life, cheerfulness also manifests itself as satisfaction, personal or shared success and 
development as well as playfulness and good manners. 

Our values are cheerfulness, reliability, 
success and a sense of community

Reliability

Reliability is primarily achieved by keeping promises and taking care of matters as agreed. In 
everyday life, reliability also stands for fair play, fairness, integrity and equal adherence to 
commonly agreed rules. Reliability is also demonstrated by the transparency and openness of 
activities.

Success
In everyday life, success means achieving common goals and striving towards one’s very best. 
Success also means outdoing oneself as a player, a referee or any other member of the sport 
family. Sustainable success requires hard work, planning and perseverance.

The spirit of 
community

The sense of community is at its best about the team spirit of the football family, learning 
together and taking care of each other. Emphasis is also laid on cooperation between the various 
actors of different ages in the football family and on equality for all.





Our vision 2030 is to be a successful football
nation and a promoter of well-being

A successful
football nation

A promoter of 
well-being

A high-quality player path is offered to all players regardless of club or gender. Finland is a 
top country for football training with highly competent coaches and club actors. Finland’s 
top-quality operating environments compare well with the other Nordic countries.

Finnish national teams, club teams and top players are successful. Football professionals
enjoy social recognition both on and off the field. Sport, club and fan cultures are strong and 
growing.

Conditions are inviting for watching and participating in football.

Active, viable clubs form a firm foundation for the development and well-being of the sport. 
Football is an attractive activity, one which can be played in many ways throughout life. For every
child or youth there is a competent coach supporting his or her growth and development. Clubs
provide a meaningful community that strengthens one’s well-being throughout life. Children and 
youth grow up in a sports environment, one in which it is safe to challenge oneself and others. The
well-being generated by football in society is significant and widely recognised. Accountability is 
inbuilt in the activities of the clubs and the Association.







Main processes

Support 
processes 

cross-cutting 
the main 
process

The processes listed are ongoing and always 
in existence, regardless of strategy. The 
clubs and Football Association have specific 
tasks in all these processes (see the 
following page).

Thus:

 During the upcoming strategy season, 
the Football Association will carry out 
its main duties as before (training of 
coaches, arranging competitions, 
supporting the development of 
conditions, national team activities etc.)

→ The strategy defines more precisely 
which matters will be given special 
emphasis with regard to their 
development during the strategy 
season.

Player development

Training of coaches and the development of competencies 

Arranging of competitive activities 

Arranging of refereeing activities

Recruiting and retaining of players

Recruiting of club actors and development of competencies

Construction and maintenance of conditions

Stakeholder cooperation and engagement

Sales and marketing

Communication

Leading, development and general management of activities 

Development of IT tools and promotion of digitalization 

Provision of information to support decision making

Finnish football and futsal processes



The roles of clubs and the Football Association 

Clubs’ most important roles Examples of the services of the Football Association

Quality everyday life in club environments 99.9% of the time Player development events, talent development support, area and national teamPlayer development

Lower level training, development of daily routines Upper level and professional trainingCoach training

Arranging tournaments Arranging series, regulations and disciplineCompetition activities

Integration of new players, retention of current players Concepts, campaignsPlayer recruiment

Recruiting, training and support in everyday life Team leader, attendant and other training, campaignsActor recruiment

Building, maintenance, development HatTrick and expert supportConditions

Teamwork with municipal and other interest groups Regional support, exercising national and international influenceExercising influence

S&M of clubs’ own activities S&M of national teams and cupsSales and marketing

Communication within club and club’s own area Football family’s common communication, trainingCommunication

Leading the everyday life of the club Quality control system, forums, trainingLeading activities

Tool acquisition and utilization Development of primary tools (i.a. Taso, Pelipaikka)IT and digitalization

Utilizing information gained from activities Promoting leading the football family with informationProducing information

Recruiting and training game directors Training and placement of refereesRefereeing activities





Strategic objectives and goals

Valintakohtaiset tavoitteet GROWTH AS AN ATHLETE 
AS THE STARTING POINT 

FOR ACTIVITIES 

GOAL-ORIENTED 
LEADERSHIP OF 

NETWORKED CLUBS

THE GREATEST SPORT 
ON AND OFF THE FIELD

A PROGRESSIVE
FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION 

OF CLUBS

A trained and competent coach for every player

Supportive operating environments in the clubs to enhance quality of everyday life

National team activities to promote the development of top-class football

Competitions to serve player development needs

Competent club leadership

Quality player paths through cooperation between clubs

Valued role of clubs in their local communities

Increasing number of players

Communication strengthening the football community

A commercially interesting sport with attractive conditions

User-friendly digital services

Analysis and research data to support decision-making

An organisation that meets to the needs of the clubs

Objective Goals



Sports ideals such as courage, persistence and respect for 
others work both on the field and in life. They are 

characteristics of football and futsal team activities that 
support one’s growth as an athlete. What is also needed is an 
environment in which the joy of sport, the standard required 
and competitiveness are all in balance. To succeed in this, the 

most critical factor is the competence of the coaches.

Objective 1: Growth as an athlete as the
starting point for activities



Goals Strategy season projects to be implemented in pursuit of these goals

A trained and competent coach
for every player

We will develop the core competencies of children’s coaching in the club environment

We will support the continuous learning of goal-oriented coaches

Supportive opertaing
environments in the clubsto
enhance quality of everyday life

We will support growing as an athlete together with the parents

We will facilitate the reconciliation of sport and school

We will build academy environments1 for 16–20-year-olds 

We will strengthen the quality of girls’ activities

National team activities to 
promote the development of top-
class football

We will step up cooperation between regional and national team activities and the clubs

We will expand national team activities in preparation for international requirements

Competitions to serve player
development needs

We will further develop competitions to meet the needs of player development and recreation

We promote the recruiting and retaining of referees in all areas

By academy environments are meant operating environments in which, among others, attending school, the diverse competence of the coaching team, a    
network of other experts and the conditions are all arranged to meet the needs of top-class sport.

Objective 1: Growth as an athlete as the
starting point for activities

1



The success and well-being of Finnish football and futsal is 
created by active, viable clubs. An active, viable club is led in 
goal-oriented manner. The club leadership must have a clear 
vision of what a club is, what it is not, and what it seeks to 
achieve. This kind of club can reach out to cooperative club 
networks to strengthen the club and become an even better 

environment for its players. Clubs courageously implementing 
their own story are of interest as communities and as partners 

in cooperation for both municipalities and businesses.

Objective 2: Goal-oriented leadership of 
networked clubs



Goals Strategy season projects to be implemented in pursuit of these goals

Competent club leadership

We swill trengthen the systematic, long-term sports leadership of the clubs

We will develop the leadership competencies of executive directors and presidents

We will increase the process-like and sports-oriented character of quality system work

Quality player paths
through cooperation
between clubs

We promote club profiling and player development work cooperation

Valued role of clubs in their
local communities

We will develop cooperation between clubs and municipalities and businesses

We will strengthen club culture and the ability to retain people in their various roles

We will implement a football and futsal accountability program

Objective 2: Goal-oriented leadership of 
networked clubs



Football is the world’s most popular sport by any measure. The
status of the sport in Finland is strong, but there are still

opportunities for growth. Football in its various forms could be
an even more widely popular sport than at present, it could
touch and inspire even more people and be an even greater

talk of the town. A specific area for growth is girls’ and 
women’s participation in the activities in various roles. To 

support its vitality, the sport also needs top-class football to 
attract the crowds.

Objective 3: The greatest sport on and off
the field



Goals Strategy season projects to be implemented in pursuit of these Goals

Increasing number of players
We will increase and maintain the numbers of players in team activities

We will increase club-led recreational activities in new target groups

Communication strengthening
the football community

We will create target group-specific, interesting and interactive communication

A commercially interesting
sport with attractive
conditions

We will increase the commercial value of top-class football

We will promote the construction of stadiums and develop the spectator experience

Objective 3: The greatest sport on and off
the field



During the current strategy season, at the first stage of the 
organisational reform “The Football Association of Clubs”, the 

Football Association merged into one organisation. At the second 
stage must be ensured that the new Football Association’s 

teamwork with the clubs deepens further. This means developing 
the services in close cooperation with the clubs and supporting 

the clubs in their duties. The competence of the Football 
Association’s own personnel as well as the quality and 
effectiveness of activities will be further developed.

Objective 4: A progressive Football 
Association of clubs



Goals

User-friendly digital services
We will improve the usability of the basic systems and network services of the Football Association

We will build a learning and supportive environment to serve the key actors of the clubs

Analysis and research data to 
support decision making

We will promote the production and distribution of information, particularly in player development

We will develop the Football Association’s ability to produce information for the use of the football community

An organisation that meets
the needs of the clubs We will develop the Football Association’s competence and procedures to meet the changing needs of the clubs

Strategy season projects to be implemented in pursuit of these goals

Objective 4: A progressive Football 
Association of clubs





The previous section presented the projects of the strategy season which are planned to be implemented
during the next four years. However, it is neither possible nor sensible to proceed at full speed with all of 
these at the same time. Therefore, the projects have been divided into three groups:

1. Projects whose resourcing and implementation is focussed on the first half of the strategy

2. Projects whose resourcing and implementation is focussed on the later half of the strategy

3. Projects which will be implemented by gradually developing some existing service over the entire 
strategy season

The following pages outline how the projects are divided into these three groups. This preliminary plan 
will be modified and clarified in the annual operations planning process under the leadership of the 
Executive Committee. Due to the uncertainty caused by the coronavirus, some projects may be rescheduled 
or even postponed to the strategy season starting in 2024. In 2022, the meeting of clubs will serve as the 
checkpoint of the first half of the strategy season, during which further decisions will be made.

Introduction to the roadmap



Projects whose resourcing and implementation is 
focused on the first half of the strategy

Objective 1: Growth as an athlete as the starting point for activities:

We will develop the core skills for the coaching of children in club environment

We will build academy environments for 16–20-year-olds 

Objective 2: Goal-oriented leadership of network clubs:
We will develop cooperation between the clubs and municipalities and businesses

We will implement a football and futsal accountability program

Objective 3: The greatest sport on and off the field
We will increase and maintain the numbers of players in team activities

We will increase club-led recreational activities in new target groups

Objective 4: A progressive Football Association of clubs:
We will promote the production and distribution of information, particularly in player development

We will develop the Football Association’s ability to produce information for the use of the football community

Before 
implementation, clear 
goals will be set for 
these objectives for 
the strategy season. 
These goals will be 
clarified in the annual 
operations planning 
process.

Some of the measures 
have already been 
decided for these 
projects – see the 
following page.



Already existing, so-called assured measures Planned measures
NOTE. The content of projects will be supplemented and clarified further during
project planning.

Strategic project 2020 – July - December 2021 2022 – January - June

We will develop the core skills of 
coaching children in a club 
environment

We will build academy 
environment for 16–20-year-olds 

We will develop cooperation
between the clubs and 
municipalities and bussinesses.

We will implement a football and 
futsal accountability program

We will increase and maintain
the numbers of players in team 
activities

We will increase club-led 
recreational activities in new
target groups

We will promote the production
and distribution of information, 
particularly in player
development

We will develop the Football 
Association’s ability to produce
information for the use of the
football community

SVOK 2.0SVOK (Club community’s coaching competence development support) 1.0
Tutor 2.0 programme

Development monitoring 2.0 in cooperation with Eerikkilä and clubs

Policy decisions regarding Finnish
football academy models

UEFA Elite Youth Academy pilot stage

SHA and performance monitoring events in cooperation with Eerikkilä and 
clubs

Girls Academy activities pilot stage

FAF partnership agreements with C21 cities

UEFA SROI locally and repeatedly
Pilot agreements with cities

Implementation of Pallokartta tool

Implementation of FOC and FAF ethical guidelines Implementation of the clubs’ responsibility
programs via the quality system

Equality plan 2.0

UEFA girls’ football project ”Disney Playmakers”
Starting age group’s quality project

Daycare and school football programme 2.0

EURO 2020 recreational football concept
Model for recreation (Finnish Olympic Committee / Youth movement)

University of Jyväskylä football professorship
Building a data organization

KORE CRM implementation

Concepts of low-treshold competetive activities



Objective 1: Growth as an athlete as the starting point for activities:
We will support the continuous learning of goal-oriented coaches

We will support growing as an athlete together with parents

We will facilitate the reconciliation of sport and school

We will expand national team activities in preparation for international requirements

Objective 2: Goal-oriented leadership of networked clubs:
We will strengthen the systematic, long-term sports leadership of the clubs

We will promote club profiling and cooperative player development work

We will strengthen club culture and the ability to retain the involvement of people in various roles

Objective 3: The greatest sport on and off the field:
We will select the top stadium construction projects and promote them

Objective 4: A progressive Football Association of clubs:
We will build a learning and supportive environment serving the key actors of the clubs

Before implementation, 
clear goals will be set 
for these objectives
for the strategy
season. These goals
will be clarified in the
annual operations
planning process.

Projects whose resourcing and implementation is 
focused on the first half of the strategy



Objective 1: Growth as an athlete as the starting point for activities:

We will strengthen the quality of girl’s activities

We will strengthen cooperation between regional and national team activities and the clubs

We will further develop competitions to meet the needs of player development and recreation

We will ensure that there are enough referees and a sufficient level of competence on all levels

Objective 2: Goal-oriented leadership of networked clubs:
We will develop the leadership competencies of executive directors and presidents

We will increase the process-like and sports-oriented character of quality system work

Objective 3: The greatest sport on and off the field:
We will create target group –specific, interesting and interactive communication

We will increase the commercial value of top-class football

Objective 4: A progressive Football Association of clubs:
We will improve the usability of the basic systems and network services of the Football Association

We will develop the Football Association’s competence and procedures to meet the changing needs of the clubs

Before implementation, 
clear goals will be set 
for these objectives
for the strategy
season. These goals
will be clarified in the
annual operations
planning process.

Projects which will be implemented gradually over 
the course of the strategy season





Introduction to the indicators
• On the following page are listed indicators which will be used to measure the development of Finnish 

football and futsal. These indicators are essential, extending over several strategy seasons. The projects 
of the strategy season that is now beginning will support the development of these indicators, even though 
in some projects the effect on the indicators is only indirect.

• The indicators listed on the following page are divided as needed into sub-indicators which describe the
development of the indicator in greater depth. The drop-out percentage, for example, is a critical sub-
indicator to the player numbers indicator.

• The indicators are also monitored and objectives are set for them with reference to different
characteristics, such as gender, age group, different sports of the football family etc. In the player numbers
indicator, for example, the number of girl and woman players is a key characteristic being monitored in this
strategy season.

• The indicators – sub-indicators, characteristics to be monitored, starting and target levels – will be opened 
up in more detail after the strategy has been approved. The whole set will be approved by the Club 
Parliament. It is not sensible to open up these indicators, in particular, set the starting and target leves, 
until the effects of the coronavirus on Finnish football and futsal can be stated with adequate confidence.



Indicators
Strategic objectives for 2020–2024 and corresponding
indicators; the key indicators have darker background Vision 2030

Number of competent coaches in relation to the number of teams

Group stage places of the clubs and the final tournament places of the national teams

Ranking of Finnish players in foreign series

International rankings of clubs and national teams

Number of players

Total revenue of the Football Association and top series

Social impact by the UEFA SROI indicator

Sport image of football and futsal

Number of conditions by type

Total revenue of the 100 largest quality system clubs

Number of full-time employees in the clubs

Satisfaction of the clubs with the services of the Football Association

Growth as an athlete as the
starting point for activities

Goal-oriented leadership of 
networked clubs

The greatest sport on and 
off the field

A progressive Football 
Association of clubs

A succesful
football nation, 
a promoter of 

well-being





Annex 1: A summary of the strategy work
”Football as a women’s and girls’ sport”

The strategy work relating to football as women’s and girls’ sport 
was carried out as separate exercise with the assistance of the UEFA. 

Its policies combine into overall strategy of the activities in the 
manner described on the following page. Football as a women’s and 
girls’ sport is promoted with the full force of the organisation of the 

Football Association. The work relating to the development of 
women’s and girls’ activities will be a part of joint plans and as its 

own characteristic to be monitored in the indicators.



A summary of the strategy work
”Football as a women’s and girls’ sport”

We will increase the number of women coahces

We will promote competence profilling of club 
governments and thus promote diversity

We will strengthen club culture and the ability to retain
the involvement of people in various roles (under
objective 2)

Themes and goals for the upcoming strategy season: Strategy season project which includes:

We will enhance our professionalism and the top-class
sport culture of the clubs

We will increase our understanding of international
standards and develop our competitiveness

Implemented as a part of National League’s strategy

We will expand national team activities in preparation for 
international requirements (under objective 1)

We create target group-specific, interesting and 
interactive communication (under option 3)

We will promote a sports culture of equality in early
childhood education at schools and day-care centres

We will improve the quality of girls’ activities and unify
processes with those of the boys’

We will develop the cooperation between clubs, 
municipalities and businesses (under objective 2)

Its own strategic project under objective 1

VISION: FOOTBALL BECOMES THE MOST POPULAR FORM OF RECREATION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN BY 2027.

Women’s top-class
fottball (national
teams and league)

The growth in the
number of girl players
and the quality of club 
activities

The proportion of 
women in the various
roles of the football
family

Commercialism, image 
and visibility

We will conceptualize football as a girl’s sport and 
present key messages and role models



Development prospects for futsal were considered in the strategy 
work as their own theme. The essential development needs are 

listed on the following page. During this work it became apparent 
that bespoke strategy work should be carried out with futsal, in 

order to home in on the key development goals and procedures. As 
will be done with football as a women’s and girls’ sport, futsal will 

also be promoted with the full force of the organisation of the 
Football Association.

Annex 2: A summary of the futsal development plan



A summary of the futsal development plan

Preliminary defined objectives for futsal development work, 
which will be refined during 2021 futsal strategy work:

Questions regarding the futsal strategy work:
• What is the long-term futsal vision of the whole

football family (the status of the sport in general 
and with reference to football, the clubs, player
paths etc.)?

• In terms of the growth of futsal, what are the
most interesting player target groups?

• What are the bottlenecks in the growth of futsal 
(for example, lack of competence, availability of 
competitions, conditions etc.)?

• In which order should the bottlenecks in growth
be resolved (the ”roadmap” of futsal towards
the vision)?

• Considering the actions taken by countries with
a bigger futsal base than in Finland, what could
be adapted from them?

Increase in the number of clubs which both specialize in futsal integrate
it with other football activities.

Competitive futsal activities which attract children and youth and meet
the needs of both different regions and different target levels.

Availability of futsal coach training in all Football Association regions and 
an increase in the number of trained futsal coaches.

National youth activities (U21 and WU19) supporting the success of adult
national teams.

Wider awareness of futsal, especially boosted by the growing interest in 
the men’s national team.



During the strategy work, a study was conducted on the 
development prospects for eFootball. It surveyed the national 

situation and made comparisons between other European member 
associations. The following page summarizes the essential matters 

regarding eFootball development needs in Finland.

Annex 3: A summary of the eFootball
development plan



A summary of the eFootball
development plan

Starting points for developing eFootball

• eSport and eFootball are growing rapidly on a global level. In recent years, FIFA, UEFA, European clubs and, for example, the football 
associations of Norway and Denmark have also made significant investments in eFootball.

• Investments in eFootball attract new target groups into the sphere of the football community, strengthen football’s hold on current 
enthusiasts, support, for example, the clubs’ brands and open new doors to new kinds of cooperative partnerships.

• The role of eSports as recreational pastime is increasing among young people in Finland, too.

• Veikkausliiga has already launched its own eFutisliiga, and the Football Association, as a member of FIFA and UEFA, has an official
role in eFootball’s national team activity. In Finland, eFootball is still played on a small scale, so the clubs and Football 
Association have an opportunity to take a prominent role in the sport.

• eFootball is naturally also a suitable activity for our mission Football for everyone.

Goals for the development of eFootball in Finland Measures for the strategy season

The growth of the football family when eFootball creates new
ways of participation

Strengthening of the attractiveness of football and club brands
and generation of interest

International success in eFootball

Tournament-based eFootball competition activities of the
Football Association

Piloting of an eFootball model of activities for clubs that is 
linked to the competition activities of Football Association

Acquisition of eFootball competence in the clubs for the use of 
the entire football family as a service for purchase



In December-January, the Football Association participated in the 
UEFA Grow programme which outlined the Football Association’s 

current state and development needs in cooperation with the UEFA 
experts. The work acts as a support and as one of the inputs into 
the strategy work now underway. The resulting assessment of the 
Football Association’s development needs with reference to the 

UEFA Grow programme is described on the following page.

Annex 4: A summary of the UEFA Grow
assessment



A summary of the UEFA Grow assessment

• Grow is a programme with which the UEFA assists national
football associations in developing their activities.

• The programme is based on the 14 pillars defined by the
UEFA which can be understood as the national association’s
primary duties: for example, training, devloping the image 
of the sport and exercising influence.

• The Football Association participated in the programme in 
winter 2019–2020. The experts of the Football Association 
and the UEFA evaluated pillar by pillar: 

− Which level of development the Football Association 
is currently on; and

− Which development level the Football Association 
seeks to achieve during the next four years.

• The results of the assessment are presented in figure on 
the right. The thick red line describes the current
development level of the Football Association and the thick
white line describes the desired development during the
next four years.

The result of the UEFA Grow assessment relating
to the Football AssociationThe Football Association in the UEFA Grow programme
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